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DNA origami is the application of self-assembly in nanotechnology. The combination of DNA origami and hybridization chain reaction is one of the important application methods of DNA origami. In this paper, DNA origami is used to design the cipher pattern on the base of origami. The cipher chain, which is put into the reaction solution, hybridizes with the molecular beacon and the hairpin structure that form the cipher pattern to build a DNA origami model that can decode the pattern. The cipher chain consists of the starting chain and the intermediate chain. When the cipher is correct, the cipher chain can open the molecular beacon and the hairpin structure to display the cipher pattern on the origami base in the solution.

1. Introduction

DNA origami is a DNA self-assembly method proposed in recent years. The concept of DNA origami was proposed firstly by Rothemund [1]. Compared with traditional DNA self-assembly, DNA origami is easier in constructing highly complex and structurally stable nanostructures. It also has addressability, which is a significant progress in the field of DNA self-assembly and DNA nanotechnology. Through DNA origami technology, Qian and his team successfully constructed the map of China, further proving that DNA origami has the ability to construct almost any complex two-dimensional nanoshape [2]. In 2011, Han et al. studied the stereoscopic vase structure that can precisely regulate the three-dimensional surface and pushed the research of DNA origami in the structural design and manufacturing to the climax [3, 4]. In 2013, the bipedal DNA Walker played a key role in the research of DNA origami “orbit” [5]. In 2014, DNA origami robots were designed for conventional computing [6]. In the same year, Koirala and his team combined DNA origami nanostructures to mechanochemical sensors [7]. In 2017, Tikhomirov et al. used the square DNA origami as the basic unit to obtain the pattern of the Mona Lisa at the micron level, further proving the ability of DNA origami to construct any complex pattern, indicating the addressability of DNA origami [8]. In 2018, Chao combined DNA origami with hybridization chain reaction to solve the maze problem [9]. The substrate constructed by DNA origami has great advantages in assembling functional carbon nanotubes, nanoparticles, and proteins. Many complex and diverse nanostructures have been designed and assembled [10–12]. DNA origami can construct highly complex nanostructures, which has great potential in the “nano” field. Wang and his team used DNA origami nanostructures to visualize cell uptake and metastasis in tumor cells [13]. In fact, DNA origami has been applied to single molecule detection [14, 15] and logic operation [16, 17]. DNA origami has been used as the carbon nanotubes, protein structure, and the basic template for the assembly of functional metal nanoparticles [18–22].

The combination of DNA origami and hybridization chain reaction is one of the important application methods of DNA origami. Hybridization chain reaction (HCR) is a new signal amplification method based on DNA hybridization proposed by Dirks and Pierce in 2004. This is an isothermal amplification technology, which greatly simplifies the requirements of the instrument. It only needs simple temperature control equipment such as heating...
moduampions and water bath pot to complete the signal amplification of hybridization chain reaction [23]. When there are only two kinds of DNA strands in the test tube solution, they are stable in the solution and will not be hybridized and opened. Once the starting DNA strand is added, the two kinds of DNA strands will be hybridized alternately to form a long double stranded DNA polymer with a gap. The use of hybridization chain reaction can not only amplify the signal of single strand DNA, but also amplify the signal of other biological molecules. It can induce oligonucleotides to hybridize with each other using a small segment of nucleotide chain as initiator to form a single strand DNA with two-dimensional or three-dimensional spatial structure by designing different oligonucleotides reasonably [23, 24].

At present, hybridization chain reaction has been widely used in nucleic acid, protein detection, biosensor, and other fields [25–29]. Dong and his team combined the hybridization chain reaction with G-quadruplex to construct a fluorescent sensor for target DNA unmarked detection., _he target DNA chain reaction with G-quadruplex to construct a fluorescent sensor for target DNA unmarked detection. Xiao et al. designed a variety of chemiluminescence imaging technologies by combining the hybridization chain reaction with the origami base containing the cipher pattern. It has been proved that hybridization chain reaction and DNA origami structure have the good application prospect in this field [33–46]. The reaction principle is shown in Figure 1.

C1 and C2 are two DNA strands of hairpin structure, which can exist in solution at the same time and can remain stable without any hybridization reaction. C1 and C2 are all composed of three parts, the sticky end, the “stem” in the form of double chain, and the ring part of single chain, as shown in Figure 1 (1). Among them, b and b* are base complementary and exist in the form of double chain, called the stem of C1(C2) chain; a is the single chain sticky extending from the “stem” of C1 chain, and the single chain segment c of hairpin is called the ring of C1 chain; accordingly, a* is the C2 chain ring, and c* is the single chain sticky end extending from the “stem” of C2 chain. We can call T initiation chain, which is a DNA single strand composed of a* and b* parts. When the initiation chain T is added, the a* and b* segments hybridize with the sticky end a and stem b of C1, respectively. The hairpin segment of C1 is opened, and the segment c − b* is exposed in the form of a single chain, as shown in Figure 1 (2). The segment c − b* exposed by C1 and segment c* − b of C2 have a hybridization chain reaction. The hairpin section of C2 is opened, and the segment a* − b* is exposed by C2, as shown in Figure 1 (3). The exposed segment a* − b* of C2 continues to hybridize with the next C1 and open the hairpin structure. It will circulate and react successively until the C1 and C2 in the solution are exhausted. Finally, alternating hybridization of C1 and C2 assembled spontaneously a long DNA nanowire. Each initiation chain T is equivalent to the growth site of a DNA nanowire. With the concentration of “fuel” C1 and C2 being constant and sufficient, the higher the concentration of the initiation chain T is, the shorter the nanowire is and the smaller the molecular weight is.

2.2. Hybridization Chain Reaction. Hybridization chain reaction (HCR) is a new signal amplification method proposed by Dirks and Pierce. It can induce oligonucleotides to hybridize with each other to form DNA with spatial structure using a small segment of nucleotide chain as initiator by rationally designing different oligonucleotides. The hybridization chain reaction is to induce DNA molecules of two different types of hairpin structures to hybridize alternately by using the starting chain, open the hairpin structure alternately, and form a double strand DNA nanowire with a gap. And this process does not need enzyme participation; the reaction conditions are mild; the operation is simple. The reaction principle is shown in Figure 1.

C1 and C2 are two DNA strands of hairpin structure, which can exist in solution at the same time and can remain stable without any hybridization reaction. C1 and C2 are all composed of three parts, the sticky end, the “stem” in the form of double chain, and the ring part of single chain, as shown in Figure 1 (1). Among them, b and b* are base complementary and exist in the form of double chain, called the stem of C1(C2) chain; a is the single chain sticky extending from the “stem” of C1 chain, and the single chain segment c of hairpin is called the ring of C1 chain; accordingly, a* is the C2 chain ring, and c* is the single chain sticky end extending from the “stem” of C2 chain. We can call T initiation chain, which is a DNA single strand composed of a* and b* parts. When the initiation chain T is added, the a* and b* segments hybridize with the sticky end a and stem b of C1, respectively. The hairpin segment of C1 is opened, and the segment c − b* is exposed in the form of a single chain, as shown in Figure 1 (2). The segment c − b* exposed by C1 and segment c* − b of C2 have a hybridization chain reaction. The hairpin section of C2 is opened, and the segment a* − b* is exposed by C2, as shown in Figure 1 (3). The exposed segment a* − b* of C2 continues to hybridize with the next C1 and open the hairpin structure. It will circulate and react successively until the C1 and C2 in the solution are exhausted. Finally, alternating hybridization of C1 and C2 assembled spontaneously a long DNA nanowire. Each initiation chain T is equivalent to the growth site of a DNA nanowire. With the concentration of “fuel” C1 and C2 being constant and sufficient, the higher the concentration of the initiation chain T is, the shorter the nanowire is and the smaller the molecular weight is.

2. DNA Origami and Hybridization Chain Reaction

2.1. DNA Origami. DNA origami refers to folding a long M13mp18 phage DNA strand back and forth as a scaffold chain and using multiple staples to fix the shape to obtain fine and complex two-dimensional structure. Compared with the self-assembly of DNA module, the design of DNA strand in DNA origami is relatively simple. It also have high assembly efficiency, nano-addressable characteristics (realized by redesigning the single strand at the designated position of staple chain and scaffold chain), and the ability to construct more complex and fine patterns. The substrate constructed by DNA origami has great advantages in assembling functional carbon nanotubes, nanoparticles, proteins, and so on.

3. DNA Origami Model

3.1. Composition of the Model. Because of the simple image design, we give a simple cipher image circuit diagram of “Tian,” shaped as the Chinese character “Field.” There are three lines in the horizontal and vertical direction of the circuit diagram, and each line has two short paths (two short edges) with a total of 12 edges. The 12 edges of the circuit diagram can be used to design simple cipher
image. The circuit diagram is mapped on the origami base, which is composed of several molecular beacons and ordinary hairpin structure fixed on the DNA origami base. Among them, there are nine ordinary hairpin structures at the vertices and intersections of the circuit diagram, which are fixed on the origami base in the form of three in each row and three rows in total; there are molecular beacons with a fluorescence group and a quenching group on each edge (between the two adjacent hairpin structures) of the circuit diagram, a total of 12, as shown in Figure 2(a). We use the short chain to fold the circular phage into a two-dimensional rectangle as the origami base (shown in light blue in the figure). At a certain distance on the origami base, we extend the staple chain with the sticky end (shown in light blue in the figure), which is connected with the hairpin structures (including molecular beacon and ordinary hairpin structure). The red one is the molecular beacon with fluorescence and quenching group, and the dark blue one is the ordinary hairpin structure.

The structure of molecular beacon and hairpin structure is basically the same. They are all composed of five-segment oligonucleotide fragments, with two segments that complement each other to form the "stems" of the chain. One is the "ring" of the chain, and the other is complementary to the sticky end of a staple chain extending on the origami base, which fixes the chain on the origami base. Only compared with the ordinary hairpin structure, the two sticky ends of the molecular beacon have luminescent fluorescence groups and quenching groups. They do not light up when they are not turned on. And they only turn on and shine when the starting chain and the intermediate auxiliary chain (collectively referred to here as "the cipher chain") are added. And the ordinary hairpin structure plays a role of route guidance to avoid causing other neighboring molecular beacons to open in advance when opening these molecular beacons, so that it can be opened according to the designed route. In this way, the molecular beacons fixed on the origami base can be used for simple cipher image design, and the corresponding molecular beacons need to be opened to display the cipher pattern.

To open the corresponding molecular beacon, a cipher chain needs to be added, which is composed of a starting chain and an intermediate chain, as shown in Figure 2(b). The starting chain consists of two oligonucleotide fragments, as shown in the left side of Figure 2(b); the intermediate chain consists of four oligonucleotide fragments, as shown in the right side of Figure 2(b). Only the chain containing the correct fragment can open the corresponding molecular beacon, and then the cipher pattern can be displayed.

3.2. The Construction of Cipher and the Realization of Decoding. According to the composition of the model, we designed a cipher pattern and according to the cipher pattern, we designed the base sequence of hairpin structure (including molecular beacon and hairpin structure) on origami base. The base sequence of each hairpin structure passed by the pattern is almost the same. It is only different from the base sequence of molecular beacon and hairpin structure at the binding marker, and the base sequence of hairpin structure of the starting point at the junction of the starting chain, as shown in Figure 3(a). We set the top left as the starting point of the cipher pattern, and the cipher pattern we designed is the dotted brown line on the graph below. The base sequence of hairpin structure in other positions is different from it, so it will not react with it and open it.

In the cipher pattern on this origami substrate, all hairpin structures can be regarded as consisting of five segments of oligonucleotide fragments. One of the segments is complementary to the sticky end of a staple chain extending on the origami base and is not marked with letters. The remaining four segments are marked with letters as shown in the hairpin structure on Figure 3(a). Segments $a$ and $a^*$ are the stems of the hairpin structure, and they are complementary; segment $c$ is the loop of the hairpin structure. The above oligonucleotide fragments are the same in all the hairpin structures. Only compared to the ordinary hairpin structure, the two sticky ends of the $a$ and $a^*$ segments of the molecular beacon have luminescent fluorescent groups and quenching groups. The hairpin structure of the starting point is different from other hairpin structures in the oligonucleotide fragment combined with the starting chain, and we mark it as the $x$ segment. We mark other hairpin structures of this segment as the $e$ segment.

The base sequence of the hairpin structure in the position of noncipher pattern is different from that in the position of cipher pattern, so that the cipher chain will not react with it and this hairpin structure will not be opened. In order to simplify the design of hairpin structure, we can only design different noncipher pattern hairpin structure adjacent to the

![Figure 1: Basic principle of hybridization chain reaction.](image-url)
hairpin structure at the location of cipher pattern to avoid other hairpin structures participating in the reaction.

We put the designed origami base into the solution in advance. Then we add the cipher chain to the solution. The hairpin structure of the starting point has a special oligonucleotide fragment, which can be specifically combined with the starting chain in the cipher chain, thereby ensuring the uniqueness of the starting point.

When the cipher chain is added to the solution, the starting chain will open the hairpin structure of the starting point. The opening process is shown in Figure 3(b). The $x^*$ segment of the starting chain will complement and pair with the $x$ segment of the starting point hairpin structure, and the $a^*$ segment of the starting chain will complement and pair with the $a$ segment of the starting point hairpin structure, thereby opening the hairpin structure. The hairpin $c$ segment and $a^*$ segment of the hairpin structure will be complementary paired with the intermediate chain $c^*$ segment and the $a$ segment of the cipher chain, thereby opening the intermediate chain. The loop $e^*$ segment and $a^*$ segment of the intermediate chain can continue to be complementary paired with the $e$ segment and $a$ segment of the molecular beacon, thereby opening the molecular beacon to make the pattern glow.

Another molecular beacon adjacent to the starting point hairpin structure will not open (that is, the cipher pattern will not pass through) because its base sequence structure is different from the intermediate chain. In this way, according to the designed cipher pattern, the hairpin structure can be opened in sequence; the starting chain can open the hairpin structure of the starting point; the hairpin structure opens the intermediate chain; the intermediate chain is opening the molecular beacon; the molecular beacon lights up; and then the molecular beacon opens the intermediate chain so as to finally display the cipher pattern, as shown in Figure 3(c). At the same time, the intermediate chain can only open the adjacent hairpin structure of the previous one, thereby avoiding mismatches.

The circuit diagram of cipher pattern we designed does not directly arrange the molecular beacons in order. The addition of ordinary hairpin structures between the molecular beacons can avoid the situation that there is a fold back in the path of cipher pattern and the opening sequence cannot follow the design image. As shown in Figure 4(a), $T_1$ goes through $T_2$ to $T_3$ instead of directly from $T_1$ to $T_3$. The correct and wrong opening methods are shown in Figure 4(b).

We pour the cipher chain into the solution. If the cipher chain is correct, the starting chain can open the hairpin structure at the starting point, and then the intermediate chain of the cipher chain can sequentially open the hairpin structure that the cipher pattern passes through. And the opened molecular beacon will light up to display the cipher pattern. If the cipher is not correct, no matter the base sequence in the starting chain or the intermediate chain is wrong, the hairpin structure cannot be opened to display the cipher pattern. As shown in Figure 4(c), the upper part is the open figure with correct cipher chain display, and the lower part is the figure with wrong cipher chain display (this is the starting chain error).

We also consider hiding the base code of the intermediate chain, and the correct code is its password. Since the encryption algorithm of DNA coding has been very mature, we hide the base sequence of intermediate chain. After only obtaining its decoding method, completing the decoding, and finding the corresponding intermediate chain to match, we could get the correct cipher pattern while putting the cipher chain into the solution. If the decoding is not successful, we will not get the final correct cipher pattern. In this way, we can make the cipher chain more secure. We should have not only the cipher chain but also the correct method for decoding the cipher chain, so
Figure 3: (a) The hairpin structure and cipher pattern designed on origami base; (b) the opening process after adding the cipher chain; (c) the cipher pattern after opening.
that the correct answer can form the correct path. This is what we will do next.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, DNA origami model for simple image decoding is established by combining DNA origami with hybridization chain reaction. We design the hairpin structure on the origami base, which can decode the simple cipher pattern. The correct cipher chain composed of a starting chain and an intermediate chain can open the molecular beacon and display the cipher pattern. But the hairpin structure is a one-time channel, which cannot be reused; the cipher pattern cannot be designed to crossovers. With the development of molecular biology and bioengineering, the method is expected to have more progress in reusability and can further be expanded to solve more complex decoding problems.
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